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The final logo was eventually chosen out of 91 different versions. Students (left to right) Anna Vu, Mayada Abdullah and
Zenath B. gave the leaf-like logo their muted approval.

Students adjust to logo

T

he average postsecondary student
in Quebec pays roughly
$1,700 per year in
tuition thanks to a longstanding tuition freeze.
Now, the provincial
government says that
the quality of education
is suffering. Quebec will
receive $8.5 billion in
equalization payments
in 2010-11, which can be
spent freely.

I

f you’ve started doing
your taxes, remember
to claim any tips you
make as a server. All
servers are responsible
for keeping track and
claiming gratuities in
their taxes.

A

lberta’s recent
budget saw
scholarships and grants
cut by $54 million, and
while the government
made more money
available in loans,
the Alberta Students’
Executive Council says
students should be
cautious about how
much debt they accrue.

by Zoey Duncan
News Editor

Mount
Royal
University
finally has a sharp new logo to
stamp on all correspondence
and propaganda. Whether you
like the new insignia is beside
the point now, because you had
plenty of time to give your input.
In fact, about 1,600 people –
over 70 per cent of whom were
students – gave their opinions
at some point throughout the
design process. That’s 56 per
cent more than voted in the
Students’ Association elections
last month, by the way.
The logo design process
began in July 2009, according
to Lucille Gnanasihamany,
the direct of marketing for
MRU external relations. The
design firm, Toronto-based
Cundari, came to the school to
do research, which included
photographing the campus
and interviews with deans,
executive members, students
and university archivist Pat
Roome.

Over 500 students and faculty
members were asked their
opinions on logos of various
institutions.
“[Students did] not just
respond, but also provided some
really constructive feedback,”
Gnanasihamany said. “I was
pretty impressed at the level of
engagement and care, and just
effort that students put in.”
An earlier version of the final
emblem was on the four-logo
shortlist that was presented
to the campus community in
January; it was very similar, but
lacked the year of foundation
and featured a different
typeface. Since the logo was
unveiled on Feb. 22, I have
heard many opinions, both
muttered and exclaimed in the
hallways and classrooms of the
university, and veiled by the
anonymity of the Internet.
A few of the 32 comments on
a Calgary Herald article claimed
that the logo was a “rip-off” of
the logo for the Royal Canadian
Mint, Petro Canada, or any other
logo that featured a partial
maple leaf. Another anonymous
commenter
said
it
was
“unoriginal and uninspired,”
while someone else rebutted
that such a claim means that
all of the people who gave their

input must be labelled the same
way. Many of those commenting
were apparently offended by
Mount Royal’s transition into a
university; one detractor wrote,
“sorry to break it to you, but
scratching out the word ‘college’
and scribbling in ‘university
1910’ does not necessarily make
it so.”
On campus, students have
mixed reviews.
“I don’t like it. I do and
I don’t,” said undecided
ecotourism
student
Eric
Mullens. “It’s strong, but it’s too
harsh. Honestly, I think there
are too many points, and points
make people uncomfortable.”
Mullens said he preferred the
old logo that featured a “blue
guy” holding a book.
“He had better ch’i,” Mullens
said, referring to the Chinese
concept of flowing energy and
vitality.
Business student Mayada
Abdullah said she thought it
was nice and simple but plain.
“I think they should have
done something more complex.
The University [of Calgary] has
a really nice one,” she said. U of
C’s logo is a red and gold shield
featuring books, a flag, a rose,
and a buffalo and underscored
by their Gaelic motto.

Raymond San Agustin, a
nursing student, has a casual
but passionate interest in
graphic design, and called the
logo “classic” and “prestigious.”
“It’s a smart logo,” he said. “I
didn’t like the old one; it looked
childish and mediocre.”
San Agustin said that this logo
would better represent Mount
Royal as a respected institution
in a city where it has too long
been regarded as a runner-up to
the university across town.
Officially, the logo symbolizes
open books and therefore
education and learning. Those
same shapes also represent
open doors, and the physical
structure of the school. The
overall maple leaf-like shape
is a reference to the goal
of being Canada’s premier
undergraduate university based
on student satisfaction, and the
shades of blue are simply an
update on the traditional school
colour.
So what does this logo mean
to you? Perhaps a trinity of open
laptops, a triad of tulips, a trio
of downward-facing arrows,
a rising sun, or, as a friend so
eloquently put it, “a triumvirate
of tower shields. Mount Royal:
Resisting besieging barbarians
since 1910.”
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Raymond San Agustin (left) said that he liked some of the symbolism in the new logo, including the subtle M-shape. Eric
Mullens, however, called the symbolic open books “kind of stupid.” The consultation process in the development of the logo
involved nearly 1,600 MRU community members.
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Co-working makes space for freelancers
Rentable offices encourage creativity
by Michaela Kemp
The Reflector

We’ve all seen them. They
crowd
around
tables
at
Starbucks, frantically typing on
their laptops, answering calls,
and rolling their eyes when the
table beside them gets too loud.
Some of them are writers, others
web designers, or even students,
but all of them are trying to find
a productive space free from the
crying kids, cluttered kitchens
and the distractions of home.
Last November, CoworkYYC
came to Calgary.
“The trend started in Europe
and has only started to catch on
in Canada,” said Jeff Gibson of
CoworkYYC. They operate out
of the Ramsay Design Building
at 19th Avenue and 11th Street
southeast and cater to those
freelancers who just can’t find
that quiet space. CoworkYYC
allows everyone and anyone
to rent a desk space on a
monthly basis. They provide
wireless Internet, a kitchen,
desks, comfy chairs, and even
a shower. They foster a quiet,
calm, open environment where
anyone from writers to students
can come and work.
The main goal of CoworkYYC
is to promote a space that
harbours a more professional
environment than working from
home, and one that is much less
noisy – and more appealing to
clients – than working from the
local coffee shop. Contrary to
the traditional office rental —
a row of closed off, personal,

locked offices — CoworkYYC
aims to provide networking
opportunities within the space
and allows for a much more
open experience.
The area is reminiscent of an
art studio loft with an open
plan, marbled concrete floors,
an unfinished ceiling and brick
walls. The desk areas vary in
terms of privacy and size, from
a more closed off area for one
to three people to a large open
space with approximately six
desks.
Despite being open for only
a few months now, they have
filled 14 of their 20 desks
and demand continues. They
are located just outside of
downtown, in Ramsay. The
building is within walking
distance of bike paths and
running trails, parks and smaller
local shops. The freelancers can
reap the benefits of working
in a downtown environment
without having to deal with
actual downtown.
“It was when I decided I
needed to take my freelance
business seriously that I decided
to call about the space,” said
Tabitha Beaton, who rents a
desk for her communications
business Respond Communications. “I just needed a place
to come and get my work done
that wasn’t at home.”
The appeal for many people
is being able to have a space
where they can come and work;
a place that requires changing
out of one’s pajamas.
It isn’t just business owners
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Desks at CoworkYYC can be rented for $450 per month. The co-working trend – that of
working together with likeminded but separately employed individuals – is gaining popularity
in Canada.
and writers that make use of
the space. Karola Radler, who
is working on her master’s
degree, simply wanted to step
out into the world again. She
was studying from home and
began to feel the isolation that
comes with it so, in January, she
decided to call CoworkYYC and
rent a desk. She was drawn in by

the networking and community
feel of the collaborative office
space.
Web designers, oil and
gas
companies,
non-profit
organizations and professional
communicators are all making
use of the co-working concept.
Desks rentals are $450 a
month. The desks themselves

are large and open with room
for
personal
computers,
files, textbooks and folders.
The company also rents out
desks for a flat rate of $40 a
day for those who are unsure
about the concept or only
need a desk occasionally. For
more information, check out
coworkyyc.com.

School spirit subtle but present on campus
Students feel disconnected; SA aims to increase participation
by Miriam Ostermann
The Reflector

Despite many students’ views
that school spirit at Mount
Royal University is declining,
the Students’ Association at the
university has seen an increase
in clubs, greater numbers of
volunteers and new events.
Over 300 volunteers have
gotten involved with the SA,
with roughly 250 serving as
executives in 48 clubs, including
academic, social and special
interest clubs. That number
has increased from 40 clubs
last year, and has resulted in 11
events this year hosted in the
Liberty Lounge with an average
turnout of 100 students.
Currently, the service centres
run by the Students’ Association
have more volunteers than they
have positions, though this may
reflect how many students are
actually using services.
During the latest campus
election, all candidates ran
unopposed, and only five

candidates ran for 10 available
student
council
positions.
However, to fill in the gaps, a
record 23 students have applied
to fill the remaining positions,
according to VP Student Life
Eily Sweeney.
“I’m very excited to see the
increase of student involvement,
especially within the Students’
Association this year,” Sweeney
said. “I think students are
getting more involved at Mount
Royal.”
Last year, MRU distributed
over $2 million in scholarships,
while
the
SA
provided
an additional $40,000 in
scholarships and bursaries.
Students are being encouraged
to mention their extracurricular
involvement on their resumes
when it comes to future career
opportunities.
“It’s incredibly important to
have school spirit because we’re
a community and students’
time within this community is
heightened and enhanced by
their experience and school

spirit, whether by being
involved in a club or coming out
to an awareness campaign or
event,” Sweeney said. “Those
elements of students’ education
are essential – I would even
say critical – to having a
high-quality
educational
experience.”
She said connecting course
work to on-campus involvement

has proved extremely effective
in the past, by making use
of projects in classrooms or
initiatives on campus.
Yet,
students
such
as
Logan Frederickson say that
opportunities should be better
advertised and that some
responsibility rests on resident
advisors to get students living
on campus more involved.
“From what I’ve noticed, there
is a little bit of an audience
at volleyball games and
things like that, but not crazy
crowds, so there is definitely
room for improvement,” said
Frederickson,
a
third-year
student. “The RAs have lots of
responsibilities already, but
they could help to send out
flyers and maybe organize trips
to get groups out to games...
that would probably help a lot
for the teams anyways.”
Frederickson, who used to
be enrolled at the University
of Calgary, said he prefers the
Mount Royal atmosphere, but
noticed better advertising for

events, clubs and Dino games at
the U of C.
Mount Royal posts messages
and events on the myMRU.ca
website, Blackboard, via email
and posters in the hallways,
but the number of students that
come out to support events and
athletic teams is still minimal
compared to the over 12,000
credit students enrolled at
MRU.
While students have the
opportunity to follow various
Mount Royal University Twitter
accounts or join the MRU
Facebook page, only 1,796
students have joined since the
page was created.
Fifth-year criminal justice
student Katy Johnston has
been living on campus since
2005 and said she feels that
fewer activities and events were
brought to her attention and has
yet to ever see university mascot
Calvin the Cougar.

See SPIRIT pg. 4
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Perry Hohn said that he just wants to be able to use his skateboard as an efficient and affordable transport on campus.
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Rolling to campus
Rules prohibit skateboarding at MRU
by Zoey Duncan
New Editor

Campus sustainability projects are visible throughout the
school: the award-winning,
environmentally
friendly
Roderick Mah Centre for
Continuous Learning and the
recent expulsion of Styrofoam
from Wyckham House to name
a few. But one student thinks
that the campus could be
greener, if security would give
skateboarders a break.
“I’ve gotten in trouble cruising
from the parking lot to get out
of here,” said Perry Hohn, a
student who regularly rides his
skateboard to and from school
and work. “It’s just sort of
ridiculous.”
Hohn said he’s frustrated

SPIRIT from pg. 3
“I think they need to make
people more aware of things
like the voting and getting
involved,” Johnston said. “Last
year we never had anyone come
to our door, but before then we
always had people who were
running for whatever position
come to our door and explain to
us some of the issues and how
they’re going to fix it, and they
kind of stopped doing that.”
However, for events related
to university status and a brand
new logo, students have come
out to celebrate the changes.
Over
1,500
students
celebrated the university’s
name change on Sept. 15, 2009
by wearing blue Mount Royal
T-shirts and forming a giant

because he has seen inline
skaters roll through Wyckham,
and cyclists ride up to the doors
of the school, and doesn’t
understand how skateboarding
is any different.
“They paint skateboarders
with a bad rap and it’s really not
fair,” Hohn said. “In situations
where I’m just rolling from point
A to point B, I don’t see it to be an
issue.”
The manager of security
services sees the situation a little
bit differently.
“A lot of my guys (employees
of security services) grew
up in Calgary and they’re
skateboarders themselves,” said
Bill Spring. “We just have a very
soft approach at first and ask
them(skateboarders) to comply.”
Mount Royal’s skateboard
human U shape. And with the
distribution of the new logo,
roughly 1,600 students, staff
and faculty provided detailed
feedback on the designs.
According to Sweeney, Mount
Royal is the second university in
North America to introduce an
assessment seminar to explore
how to create a better student
experience.
The Students’ Association
is planning on increasing
face-to-face interactions with
students and created a council
engagement
committee,
which focuses on events and
engagement of students using
interactive approaches like
classroom visits or Main Street
campaigns, with the goal of
getting more students involved
in the future.

and inline skate policy is “pretty
much” in line with the city-wide
bylaw, according to Spring. The
bylaw states that skateboards
and inline skates may not be used
on any street, or any sidewalks in
a central traffic area downtown,
or anywhere a no-skating sign is
posted.
Spring said that the policy
is in place for the protection
of pedestrians. He said one of
the worst ever accidents on
campus involved a cyclist hitting
a pedestrian outside of the
recreation building.
Hohn, however, said that
Mount Royal should consider
a policy more like the one at
the University of Calgary. The
director of campus security at
the U of C, Lanny Fritz, said
that there are students who use

skateboards on the pathways and
sidewalks alongside pedestrians.
Fritz said that as long as a
skateboarder stays at about five
miles per hour and shares the
sidewalk safely, it isn’t a problem.
“The only issues we have
with skateboarders are those
that decide to…put themselves
or others at risk of injury,” he
said. “Every once in a while, the
skateboarder will have somebody
accompanying them with a video
recorder, where they take a
video of the trick or display what
they’re trying to do.”
While Mount Royal’s policy
is currently undergoing some
revision, changes will only reflect
the transition to a university,
and there are no plans to change
what areas are available to
skaters.

announces the call for nominations to the position of

Publishing Editor

People who wish to be nominated for the position
should come by The Reflector office in room Z002,
in the basement of Wyckham House, to pick up a
nomination form to be completed and submitted to
the Reflector Election Chief Returning Officer. For
more information, please call 403-440-6268.
The nomination period begins on Mar. 4, 2010, and
ends at 4 p.m. on Mar. 11, 2010. Campaigning will
run March 18-24, 2010, and the election will be held
on March 25, 2010.

Vegetarian options at MRU
Campus fare may be more veggie-friendly than you expected
by Zoey Duncan
News Editor

When people are hungry,
they eat. For vegetarians,
solving that recurring hunger
problem on campus can seem
tougher than biting into a
broiled slab of tofu.
While diets vary, some
people
will
adopt
the
vegetarian label, and continue
to eat fish, while others will
eschew all animal-derived
edibles – including honey and
food dyes made from insects.
In a best-case scenario, a
vegetarian is aware of whole
proteins, vitamin and mineral
requirements and Canada’s
Food Guide, said an MRU
nutrition professor, but not
everybody knows exactly what
they should eat.
“I
would
tell
them
(vegetarians) to take my
nutrition course,” said Jill
Parnell, an assistant professor
in physical education and
recreation. She’s referring
to PHED 2007, Introductory
Nutrition,
which
would
provide veg-curious students
with
reliable
nutrition
information and three course

credits.
Generally, said Parnell,
there are some areas of the
diet where vegetarians tend
to fall short. After consulting
a professional, vegetarians
may need to supplement
with zinc, iron, omega 3 fatty
acids, vitamin D and vitamin
B12. Protein is also essential
in order to build and repair
muscle tissue.
“They (vegetarians) just
need to be a little more aware
of complete protein sources,”
Parnell said. For those who
lack sufficient protein, “You’d
probably notice…brittle nails
and dry hair before it starts
eating away at your liver tissue
and muscles.”
Complete proteins include
tofu, cheese and eggs, as well
as rice with beans, or peanut
butter with toast.
Mount
Royal
alumna
Vanessa Conley learned the
hard way how not to eat
like a vegan. When she was
18, she became vegan after
reading Eric Schlosser’s Fast
Food Nation, but began to lose
her hair and reverted to an
omnivorous diet.
“It’s definitely tough being

a student and managing a
healthy diet,” said Conley, who
is currently a SAIT student,
and now eats a well-balanced
vegan diet.
Conley takes a long list
of daily vitamins – when
she remembers – and shops
for groceries exclusively at
Community Natural Foods.
Her roommates are curious
as to how she affords the
exorbitant produce, but she
tells them that it’s important
to invest in what you put in
your body.
“People will pay however
much for a new pair of
designer jeans,” she said as a
comparison.
When she doesn’t have time
to bring a lunch, Conley feels
she’s out of luck.
“Sometimes I just don’t eat,
or I’ll get an apple to hold me
over,” she said. Conley said
the vegan options on the SAIT
campus are very carb-heavy.
Aileen Lajoie, a social work
student at Mount Royal,
recently celebrated the oneyear anniversary of her
vegetarianism. Lajoie said
she was surprised to learn
that all of the yogurt for sale

on campus contains gelatin,
which is made from the skin
and bones of animals.
Lajoie does her best to pack
a sufficient lunch every day,
because her budget prohibits
her from on-campus food
expenditures.
“I can’t afford to spend $10
on a panini all the time,” she
said.
At Mount Royal University,
Sodexo is in the midst of a
pilot project that features new
vegetarian entrées every day
from the Chef’s Table at Herb
‘n Market.
“We sort of wanted to get an
idea of how many vegetarians
and vegans were on campus
and how many of them were
willing to spend their hard
earned money on entrées that
would be perceived as value,”
said executive chef Marcus
Vannest. While it’s hard to pin
down a number, the Dieticians
of Canada estimate that four
per cent of the population is
vegetarian or vegan.

See VEGGIES pg. 7
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QUICK
QUIPS

“P

art of the secret
of success in life
is to eat what you like
and let the food fight it
out inside.”
—Mark Twain

“E

at little, sleep
sound.”
—Iranian Proverb

“A

s a child my
family’s menu
consisted of two
choices: take it or
leave it.”
—Buddy Hackett

“S
Photo by James Paton

hipping is a
terrible thing
to do to vegetables.
They probably get
jet-lagged, just like
people.”
—Elizabeth Berry
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CLOTHED
IN ART
MruFeb.
Golf
On
27, golfers
ACAD held
ArtaWEARness,
a fashion
MRU’s
avid
won
gold strutted
at the ACAC
and
show
event
where
students
down
theare
moving
onto
Windsor,
Ont.
for
the
CCAA
finals.
catwalk
in
wearable
art.
Check out the website for a photo gallery.
VOLLEYBALL VICTORY
On Feb. 26, the Cougars men’s volleyball team
beat out King’s University College with a final
score of 3-0. Check out an exclusive gallery of
all the bumps and sets.
SAFER SEX
Reflector news editor and photographer Zoey
Duncan checked out the Sexual Health Fair in
the main hallway at MRU on Feb. 23. Visit the
website to see how “it” can be done safer.
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Wearable art was all the rage at ACAD’s ArtaWEARness fashion show on Feb. 27.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE DENTAL CLINIC
DR. RONDA SALLOUM & ASSOCIATES

H

FREE

The place to

TEETH
WHITENING
KIT
FOR ALL NEW

on campus.

PATIENTS

Having a complete check up
and cleaning.
With coupon.
Some conditions apply.

H

Spring & Summer
registration starts
March 17!

Rec Guide comes out March 10.
personal training
group fitness
dance
mind, body & spirit
sport instruction

intramural sports
first aid & CPR
certifications
climbing
aquatics

tNUroyal.ca/recrFBUJPOt$VTUPNFS4FSWJDF$FOUre (U130)

on
i
t
a
d
Se istry
Dent w
No le
ab
Avail
Monday - Friday 8 am - 8 pm
Saturday 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Conveniently located at the
Brentwood Village Mall
Close to the Brentwood
C-Train Station
For patients not covered by
MRC’s student insurance plan
we directly bill most
insurance companies.

DON’T PAY UP FRONT
FOR COVERED SERVICES
The amount covered by the dental plan is
billed directly to the insurance company
so you don’t pay up front.

MOUNT ROYAL students under the MRC
Health and Dental Plan are covered for:
• 100% for Cleanings
• 100 % for Exams, X-rays, Fillings
• 70 % for Root Canals

Wisdom teeth extraction services available (done in our ofﬁce)

403-210-5050
“A general dentistry practice.”
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Spending the night with CMRC
MRU’s radio station lets The Reflector in on their overnight happenings
by Megan Darragh
The Reflector

A brightly coloured control
panel glows green and blue in
the dimly lit room. Two young
girls are sitting huddled together
around a microphone exchanging witty comments and comical stories. A large digital clock
above them on the wall flashes
down the minutes until the end
of a long and tiring shift.
Kalista Antoniuk, 19, and
Alisha Raymond, 18, both in
broadcasting, are the DJ’s on
CMRC radio for the night. They
are only two of the 50 DJ’s who
host the radio station.
The girls get to pick the music
that suits their mood at the time,
which makes the radio great for
variety.
“[We] play a bit of everything.
All 50 of us get to play whatever
we want, as long as the song
doesn’t have any swear words,”
Antoniuk explains.
On this particular night, the

VEGGIES from pg. 5
Recent vegetarian options
at the Herb ‘n Market include
lasagna,
stirfry,
roasted
vegetable fajitas, veggie burgers
and a Greek spinach strudel.
Vannest said that any
Sodexo options that appear to
be vegetarian, are definitely
vegetarian.
“Absolutely,
if
it’s
a
vegetarian-based item, it’s truly
vegetarian,” he said. “There is
no meat product added to it.”
Vannest said that all homemade

feed for the radio station isn’t
working properly and Antoniuk
and Raymond are constantly being interrupted by older broadcasts. As they chose different
songs ranging from Metric over
to Selena Gomez and Demi
Lovato, they aren’t talking on air
as much as usual.
The night shift for the two girls
includes a few larger than life
jugs of slurpees, some singing,
and a few hours of Facebook.
They both say that being on the
night shift takes off some of the
pressure you feel during the day
because you have a partner with
you, which can also make the
shift a lot more fun and interesting. The downside to the radio’s
night shift is the lack of sleep.
“It screws up your sleep schedule, especially if you don’t do it
often. Around 3:30 [a.m.] you
hit a wall and there’s a moment
of dead air,” Antoniuk says.
They equally agree that the
station has a lack of advertising, and is not as well known as

soups are vegetarian, unless
meat is explicitly indicated
on the label. And while the
Asian Fusion location at Herb
‘n Market uses a separate
wok for vegetarian options,
independent kiosks go by their
own rules. Opa, for example,
uses the same fryer for French
fries as calamari.
Vannest said that Sodexo
does intend to make nutritional
information and ingredients
lists available at some point,
but said it’s a large scale project
that will require cataloguing
approximately 22,000 recipes.

it could be around campus. “I’ve
had no calls on a Friday afternoon when it should be busiest,”
Raymond adds.
Unlike the University of
Calgary radio station CJSW,
CMRC is only able to play online
at CMRCradio.ca, due to lack of
an FM transmitter. Antoniuk and
Raymond both say that CJSW
has more funding, which makes
it easier for them to run their
station. In addition, the people
on air at CJSW aren’t broadcasting students like CMRC, which
is aimed towards students in the
program.
Laura Gigg, a 20-year-old
bachelor of education student,
says that she’s heard of the station once or twice but was never
sure where she could listen to it.
Gigg agrees that more advertising around campus could improve the station’s ratings.
Thomas Nickel, a 19-year-old
supply chain management student, states that he tried listening to the station once but he

Photo by James Paton

Kalista Antoniuk is one of CMRC’s 50 DJs filling ears with a
diverse range of tunes.
could barely hear anything they
were playing.
Antoniuk and Raymond explain that a lot of the time family is their biggest fan base. They
say when they do receive phone
calls it’s quite exciting since they
don’t exactly occur all that often.

Although CMRC radio isn’t
overflowing with devoted fans,
the music they play and the stories the DJ’s have to offer are
worth a listen. Even if you aren’t
a fan of the music you hear, all
you have to do is call in and request your favourites. Just no
swearing please.

How will You be
Spending Summer?
Building a deck… or
building your resumé?

At Calaway Park we’re all about Family Fun.
And we take our Fun seriously!
Our Department Leaders - recruited from high schools,
colleges and universities- are key to our success.
We need our leaders to be Managers, Teachers,
Organizers and Coaches – or at least
be willing to learn to become them!
Hiring, Training, Administering, Team Building,
Managing, and Motivating are just a few
of the skills you’ll acquire during your
summer at Calaway.

RESPIRATORY
THERAPISTS
SAVE LIVES

Real Skills, Real Results, Real Experience.
The things future employees
are looking for.
Consider being part of our team and
build your resumé
at the same time.

Beat the rush.
Apply today!

@ekf[XpËjafYdXib\k#_\Xck_ZXi\_Xj\oZ`k`e^#i\nXi[`e^Xe[c`]\$jXm`e^
ZXi\\ifggfikle`k`\j%
J8@KGfcpk\Z_e`ZËjJZ_ffcf]?\Xck_Xe[GlYc`ZJX]\kpf]]\ijjg\Z`Xc`q\[kiX`e`e^
`eI\jg`iXkfipK_\iXgp%I\jg`iXkfipK_\iXg`jkjnfib_Xe[j$fen`k_g_pj`Z`XejÆ
Xjj\jj`e^#[`X^efj`e^Xe[ki\Xk`e^gXk`\ekjÆgifm`[`e^Zi`k`ZXcj\im`Z\jjlZ_Xj
ZXi[`fglcdfeXipi\jljZ`kXk`fe#m\ek`cXkfidXeX^\d\ekXe[Xdlck`kl[\f]fk_\i
X[mXeZ\[i\jg`iXkfipk_\iXg`\j%
JlZZ\jj]lcjkl[\ekjXi\ZXi`e^#
gif]\jj`feXcXe[_Xm\Xjkife^
YXZb^ifle[`eY`fcf^p#Z_\d`jkip#
g_pj`Zjfib`e\j`fcf^p%

START YOUR CAREER AS A
RESPIRATORY THERAPIST TODAY.
APPLY NOW AT SAIT.CA.

SCHOOL OF
HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Apply online at calawaypark.com or
fax your resumé to (403) 242-3885
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A different kind of course
Women’s studies gaining in popularity at MRU

by Gabrielle Domanski
Features Editor

Since its induction into academics,
women’s studies has been a course
that has had its fair share of criticisms.
However, at Mount Royal, it is one of
the first courses within the humanities
department to completely fill-up, with
many students taking positions on
waitlists in hopes of attaining entry.
According to Jennifer Pettit, chair
of the department of humanities, the
popularity of women’s studies courses
has taken off in the past five years. So
what exactly is the appeal of a course
that has long been the underdog in the
academy?
“Don’t you think that if you took a
course that spoke to your reality for the
first time in your life, everything you
were reading about was relevant, that
you would want to go back for more?”
asked Susan Harris, coordinator and
assistant professor of women’s studies.
Despite the various stigmas attached
to women’s studies, there is undoubtedly
a unique way of teaching found within
feminist classrooms that is attracting
more than just female students.
“There is a body of scholarship and
practice known as feminist pedagogy
which is trying to bring feminist
knowledge and understanding to
influence how we teach, not just what
we teach,” Harris added.
According to Harris, this specific
pedagogy focuses on redefining what
knowledge is, and challenges the

traditional model of authority where
the professor is the expert disseminating
knowledge to students. Within a
feminist classroom, more voice is given
to the students and the exchange of
knowledge occurs through conversation,
emphasizing the importance of their
individual experiences.
“Experience is a valid and legitimate
source of knowledge that can’t be
trashed the way it has [been] in other
male-stream disciplines,” Harris said.
“Creation of knowledge is also meant to
serve a social justice end. The knowledge
produced in women’s studies or in a
feminist classroom is supposed to be
aiming towards a transformation of
the self, of your small world and of the
greater world at large.”
Kimberly Williams, also an assistant
professor of women’s studies, explained
that the discipline emerged during the
‘70s out of the need for female scholars,
in specialties ranging from psychology to
political science, to create a space to do
their work free from marginalization.
Harris noted that the discipline started
“with women as an identified category,
where patriarchy was the system of
domination and the centre of analysis
and critique.” However, as the years
have progressed women’s studies has
expanded its subject matter to include
other socially marginalized groups, and
has become increasingly self-reflexive,
which is a unique strength of the course.
“We are constantly asking, ‘Who are
these women we’re studying?’ The
feminist critique inherently lends itself

samru.ca

Photo by Kelsey Hipkin

Susan Harris is working hard to reach out to students and see women’s
studies expand into a major in the coming years.

to analyzing other disciplines,” Williams
said. “Feminists talk about everything.”
Although women’s studies is gaining in
popularity among students, it has not yet
seen an end to the backlash, even from
other members of the academic sphere.
“Typically backlashes happen when
the dominant group feels threatened
by the challenge to their power,” Harris
stated. “The things that we privilege are
often used against us as to why we don’t
belong in an academic space; the fact
that we want our knowledge to affect
change in the real world.”
With the demand for women’s

studies growing at Mount Royal,
Harris mentioned that the future of the
discipline at the university will hopefully
see it as a major, as opposed to its
current state of only being available as a
minor. She added that new courses are
being developed all the time in order to
reach more students.
“Administration has made it very
clear that they want to be the premier
undergraduate university in Canada,
and you can’t do that if you don’t have a
women’s studies major,” Williams added.
“We’re going to keep reminding them of
that.”

samru.ca
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In the heat of the moment
Exploring the stories behind sexual battle scars
JAUNTY JEZEBEL

by Selina Renfrow
Sex Columnist

Love can bite. Sometimes in a
good way, other times in a bad
way. I’m not talking hickeys
here. We’re out of high school
and sucking on the neck is
about as cool as it is to proclaim
that Twilight is the best movie of
all time. I’m talking aggression
mixed with passion in the
heat of the moment. However,
opinions will vary on this form
of affection.
Personally, I don’t mind the
bruises; the combination of
pain and pleasure during a
steamy mattress session fits
perfectly. Of course you have to
cover your love bites up while
around family members or at
the workplace; it’s the polite
and professional thing to do.
Others are less enthused.
For my friend Simone, biting
and scratching are feminine
traits. Digging the nails into
the back, biting the shoulder
— I suppose those could be
considered feminine — but we

all have teeth and nails so men the Christmas season and
making their mark can and all, we were allowed to bring
does happen. In her experience, guests and family to the soiree.
many guys have a weird sense I thought this was going to be a
great opportunity to meet new
of pride after leaving a mark.
For my friend Thomas, women. This sort of thinking
it’s not so much pride as it ended up coming back to bite
is satisfaction. “It’s sort of me so to speak.
“After meeting up with and
like knowing that you did
the job right,” he explained chatting with some of my
,after sharing his story of professors, I decided to mingle
bruises. Unlike biting, which a little bit with colleagues’
is intentional, Thomas not friends, and more importantly
only gave a partner rug burn, their hot female guests. It was
he also got burned himself — at about this time that I heard
specifically the knees and the ‘Kevin, come get in the picture
with us’. Without even thinking
top of his feet.
Wondering who
else would have
a story to share
in this regard, my
Reflector colleagues
and I remembered
an incident that
occurred two years
ago to a mutual
friend. Here is
Kevin’s story:
“About two years
ago, I was at a
formal Christmas
party. Many of my
mentors, colleagues
and professors from
my respected field
were in attendance.
These people were
just that; respected.
Now, with it being
Illustration by Gabrielle Domanski

twice about it, I posed with my
friends as any normal, properly
socially indoctrinated person
would do. I happened to notice
that the woman taking the
photo of my friends and I was
actually quite attractive. Once
the photo op was complete, the
friend using the camera said
‘Ah, you guys look great,’ looked
at me and asked ‘Would you like
to look?’ Again, not thinking
about it, I reached out and she
put the camera in my hand but
noticeably held onto my wrist.
“After thanking her for taking
the photo, I felt that she was
pulling me closer
and closer. She
leaned in and the
smell of modest
perfume
and
liberal amounts
of
hairspray
made their way
to my nostrils.
Now, in any other
environment,
I
would feel like I
was king of the
castle.
I mean,
this hot girl has
singled me out as
the one she wants
out of the whole
room. I haven’t
asked her name,
showed any sort of
tangible interest

and she totally is jamming her
tongue in my mouth. But this
is not any other environment.
This room has pretty much
every person in my life that I
want to remain at least semiprofessional with. Embarrassed.
Confused.
Inappropriate.
Awesome.
These words all
describe how I felt at that
moment.
“Realizing
just
how
inappropriate this behavior
was for the setting we were
in, I listened to my better
judgment and tried to stop
kissing her. Then it happened.
I felt an aggressively painful
stinging on my tongue. She
was biting me. Hard. Seriously,
I like it rough but I am telling
you this girl was hurting me.
So fearing my future ability to
articulate, I pulled my tongue
out of her mouth before she
could draw blood. Upon her
release, I cocked my head to
the left exposing my left cheek.
Big mistake. This lunatic of a
woman bit my fucking cheek
to the point where she had
drawn blood. So there I am,
in my Sunday’s best, in front
of respected professionals,
bleeding from the cheek. I
had very obvious teeth marks
imbedded in my face for over a
week.”
Ouch.

With a Master of Counselling Degree
Attend an Info Session

Are you ready for a career that moves you?
If you wish to qualify as a counsellor or therapist (and
pursue a career as a Registered Psychologist in Alberta)
our Master of Counselling program is for you. Saturday
classes allow you to earn your degree while employed.
The Counselling Program trains well-rounded clinicians
for the realities of day-to-day practice.

Accessible s Affordable s Relevant
Attend an info session and learn more:

Monday, March 8, 6:00PM or Monday, April 12, 6:00PM
City University of Seattle in Calgary
1300 8th St SW, Suite 630
Calgary, AB
RSVP to 403.209.8352

For more information visit us online at

SP2883

www.CityU.edu/Canada
or call 403.209.8352
The term “university” is used under the written consent of the Minister of Advanced Education effective April 11, 2007 having undergone a quality assessment process and been found to meet the criteria established by the minister.

A safe haven
for cinephiles
Calgary Society of Independent Filmmakers
celebrates the artistic freedoms of an ancient
medium
by Sean-Paul Boynton
Arts Editor

Before digital video, IMAX,
and Avatar, there was Super
8mm and 16mm film. Largely
used by amateur moviemakers
during their heyday, these formats have also been adopted
extensively by both indie filmmakers – such as Kevin Smith
(Clerks) and Jim Jarmusch
(Coffee and Cigarettes) – as
well as mainstream directors
looking to add a little period
romance or gritty realism to
their pictures, such as Oliver
Stone’s flashback scenes in JFK
and Natural Born Killers.
Advances in technology have
always had a way of snuffing
out the old in order to make
way for the new, but Super 8
and 16mm film has somehow
survived to become a welcome
artistic alternative to the coldly clean shots executed by a
digital camera. Bolstering this
trend for more than 30 years
has been the Calgary Society
of Independent Filmmakers,
whose programming director,
Melanie Wilmink, doesn’t see
the medium dying off any time
soon.
“When photography was introduced, painters didn’t all
just drop their brushes and
grab a camera,” says Wilmink.

“It was just another medium.
It’s the same with film: just
because there’s the digital
technology out there and it’s
easier, there’s still a particular
look and process to film that is
attractive to filmmakers. It’s an
artistic choice, and we foster
that.”
One of the ways CSIF supports this journey through the
past, besides offering workshops and equipment rentals, is
the $100 Film Festival. Now in
its eighteenth year, the festival
is only open to short films shot
in either Super 8 or 16mm formats, and celebrates the pictorial qualities and preciousness
of film stock that, unlike digital
video, forces directors to use
their material wisely.
“There’s something about
the process that makes it a
lot more disciplined,” says
Wilmink, “partly because it’s
harder to find the right equipment – which is why we rent
out equipment directly to our
members – and the film stock
itself costs a little more money.
But it also forces the filmmaker
to really know in their mind
what they’re going to shoot,
because you can only use as
much as you have; you can’t
shoot as much as you want,
like digital video, and there’s a
lot less room for mistakes.”

If the small room for error
sounds daunting, the people
at CSIF know where you’re
coming from. The “film cooperative,” as Wilmink calls it,
always keeps its doors open to
either experienced filmmakers looking for a safe haven,
curious enthusiasts who want
to plunge into a new format
beyond their dad’s camcorder,
or even just film junkies who
may not want to make a film,
but thrive in an environment
in which cinema is always the
topic of conversation.
The CSIF holds several
events that are open and free to
the movie-loving public, such
as their Classic Movie Nights,
which are held on the second Tuesday of every month.
March 9 is the next installment, however Wilmink says
that the title of the film being
shown is, as always, “a secret.”
Since CSIF is located right
across from Mount Royal in
the Currie Barracks (J2, 2711
Battleford Ave. SW), Wilmink
invites students to come on
over on Tuesday at 6 p.m. for
a great classic film, as well as
“excellent popcorn and beer!”
The $100 Film Festival runs
Mar. 4-6 at the Plaza Theatre.
For more information about
tickets, as well as the CSIF in
general, visit www.csif.org.

ARTS EDITOR:
Sean-Paul Boynton
artseditor@TheReflector.ca
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HOT
SPOTS

1

argument against
Garfield’s assertion
of “I hate Mondays”:
Vampire Weekend will
play MacEwan Hall
March 15. Pull out your
best polo shirt and get
ready to dance.

6

66 may not be the
number for these
beasts, but Megadeth
must have made a deal
with the devil to stay
active this long. They
will be playing the Big
4 Building March 6.

M

arch 12 will see
the very last
Factory Party storm
through The Uptown.
The eighth edition will
feature L.A.’s Warpaint,
as well as tons more
bands and art “everywhere.”

M

aybe you have
enough family
drama in your life, but
it’s always nice to see
a family worse off than
yours. Theatre Junction
presents Do Animals
Cry March 10-13.
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
MOVIES
GLOBE
(617-8th Ave. S.W., 403-262-3308)
Feb. 11-17, 2010
Call for screenings and times.
THE PLAZA
(1133 Kensington Rd. N.W., 283-2222)
theplaza.ca
Feb. 11-17, 2010
Call for screenings and times.
THE UPTOWN
(612-8 AVE. S.W., 265-0120)
theuptown.com
Mar. 5 - 11, 2010
Imaginarium of Dr. Parnassus: Fri. @ 9:20;
Sat. & Sun. @ 2:20 & 9:20; Mon. - Thurs. @
9:20. PG—Coarse language, frightening
scenes.
The Young Victoria: Fri. @ 4:50 & 7:10; Sat.
@ 4:50 & 7:10; Sun. @ 4:50 only; Mon. - Thurs.
4:50 & 7:10. PG.
Burma VJ: Fri. @ 5:00; Sat. & 12:30 & 5:00;
Sun. @ 12:30 only. Mon. - Thurs. @ 5:00.
PG—Mature subject matter.
Defendor: Fri. @ 7:00 & 9:00; Sat. & 1:00, 3:00,
7:00 & 9:00; Sun. @ 1:00, 3:00, & 7:00 only.
Mon. - Thurs. @ 7:00 & 9:00. 14A—Coarse
language, substance abuse.

THEATRE
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until Apr. 11,
Luck Be a Lady; Apr. 16 – June 20, Good
Vibrations Summer of ’69; June 25 – Aug. 29,
Law & Order: Canadian Files. 403-249-7799.
jubilations.ca. 1002 – 37 St. SW.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Until Mar. 7, The
24th Annual Enbridge playRites Festival
of New Canadian Plays; Mar. 18 – Apr. 11,
Billy Twinkle: Requiem for a Golden Boy
created and performed by Ronnie Burkett.
403-294-7402. atplive.com. Martha Cohen
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Vertigo Mystery Theatre: Mar. 13 – Apr.
4, Evelyn Strange by Stewart Lemoine;
May 1-30, Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier.
403-221-3708. vertigotheatre.com. Vertigo
Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Until Mar. 7, Beyond
Eden by Bruce Ruddell; Mar. 23 – Apr. 11,
Betrayal by Harold Pinter; Apr. 20 – May 9,
The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee based on the book by Rachel Sheinkin.
403-294-7440. theatrecalgary.com. Max Bell
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Theatre Encounter: Until Mar. 6, 2010,
Everyman. 403-288-5029. theatreencounter.
com. Studio Theatre, Vertigo Theatre Centre,
115 – 9 Ave. SE.
U of C, Dept. of Drama: Apr. 6-17,
Taking Flight: A Festival of Student Work.
403-210-7576. finearts.ucalgary.ca.
University Theatre, U of C.
Urban Curvz Theatre: Mar. 15, Curvilicious;
Apr. 29-May 8, The Vajayjay Monologues.
urbancurvz.com. Pumphouse Theatres, 2140
Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Lunchbox Theatre: Mar. 8 – Apr. 3, The
Submarine; Apr. 12 – May 8, This Could Be
Love. 403-265-4292. lunchboxtheatre.com.
Lunchbox Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Downstage: Apr. 9-17, A New Work by the
Downstage Creation Ensemble in Epcor
Centre’s Motel. 403-294-7459. downstage.ca.

& 6, Kirby Soul Band; Mar. 12 & 13, Kyemara.
403-269-7707. murrietas.ca. 200, 808 – 1 St.
S.W.
Broken City: Mondays: Broken City Monday
Comedy Night; Tuesdays: Broken City Wing
Night + Punk Rock Binge = Broken City
Wingo. 403-608-6360. brokencity.ca. 613 –
11 Ave. SW.
BD&P World Music Series: Mar. 26, Lizt
Alfonso: Danza Cuba. 403-299-8888.
epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer Hall, Epcor
Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Carma Acoustic Blues Series: Apr. 16,
Samuel James; May 14, Gordie Johnson;
June 5, Braithwaite and Whiteley.
403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer
Hall, Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.

VOLUNTEERS
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT? UNA-Canada
wants you for their Treasurer position. Email
your CV to Ariel by Mar 6 to unac.calgary@
gmail.com
WEB GURU? Ogden House Senior Citizens’
Club needs someone to revamp, correct,
train & give advice on their web page. Call
Mary at
403-279-2003.
GOOD LISTENER? Male volunteers needed to
mentor at-risk youth at Hull Child and Family
Services. Contact Lynn at 403-251-8061.

FACEBOOK FAN? If you are an avid social
media user then UEnd:Foundation wants
you to support customers and corporate
objectives. Call Kim at 403-710-9027.
WANT TO VOLUNTEER? On March 17 the
Distress Centre will be holding a volunteer
info session from 12-1pm. Lunch included!
Call Sharon at 403-266-1601.
DO IT ALL! Help the residents at the Father
Lacombe Care Centre with activities,
programs and special events. Call Michelle at
403-254-6285.
GOT SKILLS? Lifeline Malawi needs
volunteers to assist with a variety of
administrative tasks and fundraising events.
Call Audrey at 403-214-7780.
HAVE A HEART. The Heart and Stroke
Foundation is seeking people for March 4
to help with Return Day with: parking, kit
assistance, greeter, data entry & recycling.
Call Sharon at 403-264-5549.
WANT RETAIL EXPERIENCE?? Volunteer for
the Bethany Calgary Gift Shop. Contact
Alison at 403-284-6047.
LEND A HAND. Assist Bethany Calgary
residents to Communion Service. Contact
Alison 403-284-6047.
GOOD WITH NUMBERS? Got some
accounting experience? YOU + CSRS =
happy seniors. Call Lori at (403) 266-6200
to apply!
OFFICE TLC. Calgary International Children’s
Festival needs help updating and cleaning
up lists, mail outs and research using
Excel. Easy to do at home! Call Kristin at
403-294-7414.

colour is, volunteer as legal director for
the United Nations Association in Canada.
Maintain bylaws, act as a liability advisor &
insurance liaison, & provide general legal
advice. Email unac.calgary@gmail.com.

Come and

play

with us this

Spring & Summer!
Rec Guide comes out

Mar. 10
registration starts

Mar. 17
403.440.6517

APPLY NOW!

EARLY APPLICATION DEADLINE IS APRIL 1ST

EXPERIENCE THE

EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE AT THE U OF C

Join us for our final Return to Learn Workshop for Adult and
Transfer Students. We’ll cover important topics like transfer
credits, admission requirements, deadlines and more.

DATE
March 9th
TIME
6 – 7:30pm

MUSIC
Mikey’s Juke Joint & Eatery: Mondays:
Steve Pineo’s Blue Mondays; Wednesdays:
Pussy Willows Open Mic with heather Blush,
Trina Nestibo & Dawn Desmarais; Mar. 4,
Harpdog Brown and Grahm Guest; Mar. 5,
Brooke Wylie and the Coyotes; Mar. 9, Tim
Williams; Mar. 11, Fedora Club Gypsy Jazz;
Mar. 12, Twilight Hotel; Mar. 13, Ralph Boyd
Johnson. 403-245-8833. MikeysJukeJoint.
com. 1901 – 10 Ave. SW.
Beat Niq Jazz & Social Club: .
403-263-1650. beatniq.com. 811 – 1 St. SW.
Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra:
Tchaikovsky and Friends: A Russian
Chamber Music Celebration; Mar. 4, Violin
Concerto & Symphony #6; Mar. 6, 1812.
403-571-0849. cpo-live.com. Jack Singer Hall,
Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE
Ironwood Stage & Grill: Wednesdays,
Open Mic hosted by Tim Leacock & Kit
Johnson. Mar. 4, Lynn Miles. 403-269-5581.
ironwoodstage.ca. 1429 - 9 Ave. SE.
Murrieta’s West Coast Bar & Grill: Mar. 5

CHING CHING! Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
needs a team to collect funds for diabetes
research and register participants for the
TELUS Walk to Cure to walk in support
of diabetes research. Call Shelly at
403-255-7100.
SOCIAL BUTTERFLY? Spend time with
residents at Father Lacombe Care Centre
who have few or no family visitors, or who
are not able or interested in participating
in group activities. Call Michelle at
403-254-6285.
LOVE TO COOK? Ogden House Senior
Citizens Club needs a cook to prepare dinner
with the kitchen crew once a month for 80
to 100 people. Call Mary at 403-279-2003.
LOVE EVENTS? Inn From the Cold wants
event planners to plan, implement and
market various fundraising and awarenessraising events. Call Lindsay at 403-263-8384
ext.224.
SPECIAL SERVICES. Catholic Family Service
needs someone to assist a psychiatrist at
Louise Dean for pregnant and parenting
young women. Call Jessica at 403-233-2360.
COMPUTER WHIZ? A volunteer is needed at
the Metropolitan Calgary Foundation twice
a month to help seniors use computers;
including emails, games, and internet use.
Call Emily at 403-276-5541.
PR POWER! Calgary Wildlife Rehabilitation
Society wants a PR/Marketing rep to work
with staff to determine the marketing,
communications, and PR needs of the
organization. Call Louise at 403-266-2282.
LEGALLY BLONDE? Whatever your hair

LOCATION
Service Stop Lounge

(MacKimmie Library Block)

RSVP
403-220-4380

ucalgary.ca/admissions
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The anatomy of a break up
Making music a career

Photo by Pol Nikulin

Nigel Befus (right), here playing with the recently split metal band Blueprints, has experienced the throes of bands breaking up firsthand.

by Pol Nikulin
The Reflector

For every one successful
band, there seems to be an
abundance of those that do not
make the cut. Whether it is skill
level or personality differences,
bands can break up in the blink
of an eye.
Nigel Befus, a 21-year-old
bass player with three years
of experience in the local
circuit – formerly of Lothian,
A Stronghold To Save Me, and
Blueprints – has been through
numerous band breakups.
“It’s out of your hands,” says
Befus. “When you are one-fifth
of what makes up a band, you
are only one-fifth of what can
keep it together.”
The anatomy of the band
breakup is a difficult idea
because it has so much
variation on the concept. Bands
tend to fall apart for specific
reasons: personality traits,
levels of commitment and
talent play a huge role in the
breakup of a prominent unit.
Egos play the biggest role
in the eyes of Jeff Perry, a
guitarist in Divinity Through
Chaos and a former member of
Hollowpoint.
Having suffered through
band problems before, he has
finally found a band that suits
his style.
“I think a lot of bands suffer
because people are so focused
on producing the best thing

they can possibly do, that they
aren’t stopping to take the time
to get to know each other,”
Perry muses. “They don’t work
with the ones they get along
with personally, and are taking
the ones that they get along
with musically.”
The bands Befus has played
with, A Stronghold To Save
Me being the most prominent,
disbanded due to lack of a
long-term vision.
“We didn’t even put our full
effort into that project,” says
Befus. “I mean, we half-assed
it and we went a long way
doing that, but if we had put
everything into it, if we put
more time and effort into it,
there is no telling how far we
would have gone.”
The mentality of quitting
members can mow down the
progress made by the band.
Perry’s
band
Hollowpoint
broke up because of musical
differences.
“We basically broke up
because we all wanted to go in
different directions, and we all
had different ideas of image
and style and where this band
was going to go,” says Perry.
“It got so bad that we couldn’t
agree on which covers to play.”
Band breakups are common
in the Calgary region as a
musical pyramid has emerged,
according to Befus.
“When
everyone
starts
playing in a band, those who
are really serious about it and

have drive and motivation,
they’re going to look for people
with the same motivation. So
people will come together from
those bands to form bands that
will actually go somewhere.
It is an essential process;
everywhere in the world you
see artists collaborating with
other artists, creating new
sounds and new directions, and
that is the only way it’s going to
happen.”
With musicians moving from
band to band with little to no
notice, there is a feeling of
betrayal within any band split.
Musicians look out for
themselves, as there is always a
likelihood that things can end
very quickly and prematurely.
Befus’ last project, Blueprints,
went through a trust issue
before their breakup that did
not sink the ship, but hurt the
band.
“The night before recording,
I stayed at Jordan (guitarist for
Blueprints)’s house,” says Befus.
“We had to be at the recording
at 11 a.m. on Saturday; that is
pretty reasonable, but Chad
(drummer) was stressing out
so hard about us not waking
up that he actually came over
and slept on Jordan’s floor, just
because he didn’t trust us to
wake up to get there. I work at
10 everyday.”
Befus doesn’t have hard
feelings about losing the
project and keeps in touch with
the other guys from the band.

With local promoters relying
heavily on social networking
websites such as Facebook
and MySpace, band members
receive an additional strain of
having to promote their own
shows through flyer runs in
malls and shops across the city.
It seems that for every one
successful band there are 10
that do not scratch the surface
of success in the local scene.
While bands like Divinity, a
local progressive death metal
act that started over five years
ago, sign with major labels,
smaller bands do not survive.
As Befus explains, a hierarchy
exists in the Calgary music
scene. This hierarchy leads
groups to band, disband and
create feuds that can hinder
opportunities for smaller bands
to tag along with the big boys of
the community.
As odd as it sounds, it is
very visible in the scene as
bands are always looking for
replacements that can play in
common interest with them.
Perry agrees with Befus on the
“scene pyramid.”
“I would say,” says Perry,
“that the Calgary scene has
now become so much more
competitive over the past three
years, that I could totally see
something like that happening
because these musicians are
passionate and adamant about
getting their name out, and
getting a career out of playing
music.”

In order for a band to work,
many intangible qualities must
exist within the band. The
group has to exert the same
amount of energy into their
progress, have to consistently
challenge each other musically,
play a style that fits them, and
be able to spend long periods of
time with the same three to four
people on a daily basis.
As bands shut themselves
down, the strongest musicians
move on to a more elite level of
the pyramid, with the ultimate
goal being to make their music
into a career.
“It no longer becomes a
garage band thing, where you
just hang out with your friends
and jam,” Perry explains. “It
becomes a lifestyle that can
definitely be found in a lot of
musicians in Calgary: they are
willing to quit their jobs and
quit going to school to play in
these bands that are constantly
losing members to each other.”
This is a very strong indicator
that bands do not form just for
the sake of playing music, but
to create business opportunities
down the line. Even with a love
for music, many bands notice
the perks that follow with
becoming successful in the
industry.
Calgary’s scene is always
shuffling, but at the end of the
day, this is a common practice
in the local scenes across the
nation, as making it is more
difficult than it seems.
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Choice
Cut
Joanna Newsom
Have One On Me
Drag City
by Sean-Paul Boynton
Arts Editor

I

t takes some serious guts, or maybe
just a missing inner sense of concision, to put out a triple album as
a studio recording of new material. The
two most famous examples – The Clash’s
Sandinista! and George Harrison’s All
Things Must Pass – represent the two ends
of the spectrum that could explain such
an outpouring of music at once.
The Clash’s follow-up to their seminal London Calling album basically
stretched that record’s formula of trying
on different hats while remaining under
the umbrella of “punk” to its extreme,
experimenting with old-school hip-hop,
raga, dub, bluegrass and sound collages
until they had two hours of music, none
of which they wanted to throw away.
“There’s a great album hidden within
this mess” is pretty much the best oneline review for Sandinista!, proving that
experimentation only works if you have a
good editor.
Harrison’s first solo album, however, is
one of the most cherished records of the
classic rock era: instead of coming off as
a bombastic statement of diversity a la
the Clash, All Things Must Pass shows the
ex-Beatle finally being allowed to show
his ever-increasing power as a songwriter,
which was constantly overshadowed by
his more prolific band leaders. So the
arrival of a triple album mere months
after the collapse of the Beatles was a major statement from Harrison: “I’ve been
silenced for too long, so here’s everything
you’ve been missing.”
Considering this past history, we
now have two ways to look at Joanna
Newsom’s new, ambitious, two-hourlong, triple-disc album. Is it a rambling
portrait of an artist run amok in the
studio? Or is it a sudden burst of inspired
creativity from a hidden talent finally
finding her spotlight?
By the end of this delicately arranged
sprawl, it becomes clear that Have One
On Me is in fact the best of both examples. It is lush, romantic, adventurous,
spontaneous, frightening, enlightening
and simply gorgeous. All of this becomes
clear, however, if you are up to the challenge Newsom presents.
First of all, a full disclaimer: Newsom
is not for everyone. She writes songs
the way symphonies are constructed,
and even though many of the songs on
Have One On Me contain easily digestible

hooks, there are enough curveballs and
ornamental flourishes to make even the
most open-minded music connoisseur sit
up and take notice in puzzlement. Her
imagination is endless, which is probably
why she has stretched herself out over
three discs.
There are only 18 songs here, but
few of them are less than six minutes.
Newsom writes epics, but she’s not looking to jam; rather, she’s a storyteller in
the grandest tradition, and simply needs
room to allow for her extremely detailed and richly evocative lyrics to take
flight and paint pictures for the listener.
Newsom’s singing is flighty, untrained,
and playful in the way she caresses a line
and defies expectations in her phrasing.
Like Ari Up of the Slits, she approaches
singing like it’s an adventure, as if she can
only sing these words once or the magic
will be lost forever, and she never wastes
a breath.
The songs on Have One On Me need to
be heard in full to appreciate the power
of Newsom’s poetry, but like any great
songwriter, she still has the power to
evoke emotion with a single line. “And
I regret how I said to you, ‘Honey, just
open your heart,’ when I’ve got trouble
even opening a honey jar,” goes the most
potent line found in the astonishing
“Good Intentions Paving Company.”
Or consider this passage from
“Jackrabbits,” in which Newsom portrays
a woman who’s not ready to let go of her
man, so she goes out drinking, only to
come back home and: “I stumbled at the
door with my boot/I knocked against
the jamb/I scrabbled at your chest, like
a mute, with my fists of ham/Trying to
tell you that I am telling you, I can – I can
love you again/Love you again.” This is
only scratching the surface of Newsom’s
gift for details – a Slick Rick for the alternative folk crowd.
But “alternative folk” shouldn’t be used
as a genre classification, however. The
truth is that Newsom is an artist who can
actually be described as truly unclassifiable. Who else would write 10-minute
epics to be played on the pedal harp, or
chirp lyrics about hopeless romance like a
delighted child? Who else would have the
guts to put out a triple album in the iPod
generation? No one should, but Newsom
did, and if you take the time to uncover
this record’s many, many gifts and treasures, you will believe in miracles and
that music can just be music for music’s
sake.

More tracks on the racks

Johnny Cash
American VI: Ain’t No
Grave
American/Lost Highway

Various Artists
Almost Alice
Walt Disney Records

Pet Shop Boys
Pandemonium Live
Parlophone/EMI

1
Shane McGowan &
Friends
“I Put A Spell On You”
While the A-listers
remake “We Are the
World” and “Everybody
Hurts” to raise money for
Haiti, McGowan and pal
Johnny Depp decided to
have a little fun. Their
raucous charity cover of
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins’
classic features Chrissy
Hynde, Mick Jones (The
Clash), Nick Cave, and
more, and what results
is punk blues at its most
chaotic. Watch the video
for great moments like
Jones banging a fire
extinguisher with a stick
and Depp smoking a
cigarello while playing
guitar.
www.youtube.com

Dear Johnny Cash, you have a voice as deep as
an Alabama swimming hole, and the emotion that
you’ve expressed in American VI: Ain’t No Grave has
matched that depth and then some. Ten tracks of
classic Man In Black that you recorded while in failing health and dealing with the loss of the love of
your life. “Ain’t No Grave” and “Cool Water” serve to
cement the legend you’ve become. I like to think that
you sang Kris Kristofferson’s “For the Good Times”
for June; your love for her emanates throughout the
track and makes it the best of the album.
—Kelsey Hipkin
When it comes to Tim Burton’s films, it can be
assumed that you’re going to get something unusual
and outside the box. Unfortunately, Burton’s originality was not applied to the soundtrack of his soon-tobe-released film, Alice in Wonderland. The 16-track
album Almost Alice is an extremely Disney version
of what could have been an eerie and dark representation of the upcoming movie. You know you’re
in trouble when Avril Lavigne is the highlight of the
album. That being said, however, one can see how
snippets of these songs may fit into the film. But as a
whole, the album doesn’t work.
—Katie Turner
Who would have thought that the Pet Shop Boys,
extremely British and unwarranted epitome of gay
culture as they are, would remain one of the most
thrilling live acts working today, more than 25 years
after “West End Girls”? Probably not them, which is
why Pandemonium, a CD/DVD document of their
recent tour, is so much fun: they know they shouldn’t
be here, yet here they are, so they might as well blow
some minds. The set – including most of their classics
as well as great new material – is outstanding on CD
alone, but the DVD adds the spectacle of their laser
and light show, which rivals Pink Floyd.
—Sean-Paul Boynton

Downloadables

2

Broken Social Scene
“World Sick”
An epic in the grandest
of terms, yet still grounded in fresh indie thinking – yup, this is Broken
Social Scene, alright.
Their first new music in
five years, this track off
the Toronto collective’s
upcoming Forgiveness
Rock Record spans close
to seven minutes, yet
doesn’t waste a second.
The best part comes
in the rousing climax,
where everything comes
to a head and should
crash into a cacophony
of sound, but…doesn’t,
instead opting for a
sweet comedown.
www.myspace.com/
brokensocialscene

3
Janelle Monet ft. Big
Boi
“Tightrope”
This pompadour-ed
pixie, with her strange
concepts (an EP about
robots) and wicked
pipes, is proving to be
the Erykah Badu of
the 2000s. This latest
single is as welcome and
exhilarating as the girl
who made it. Over oldschool brass and a Stevie
Wonder-esque strut,
she nearly bests guest
Big Boi in wordplay and
manages to sound like
Tina Turner after her
abduction by aliens. She
even gives props to the
horn section – what a
class act.
www.myspace.com/
janellemonet
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Ten years in
the making
ACAD’s annual ArtaWEARness
event celebrates student work
by Selina Renfrow
The Reflector
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When your electronics are “done” do the right thing (for you and
your planet) and recycle them…so they can be turned into new stuff.

For more information, visit albertarecycling.ca.

With a decade firmly under
its belt, the Alberta College
of Art and Design’s annual
ArtaWEARness showcase shows
no sign of slowing down its momentum. For this year’s event,
the ACAD Students’ Association
held the wearable art fashion
show for two nights at the end
of February. With 16 senior art
students involved, audiences
on both nights were treated to
a visual smorgasbord of fabric,
glass, metal, flesh, feathers and
paint, combined with music and
performance.
Megan Jones, a fourth-year
jewelry and metals student,
won Saturday night’s best performance award. Jones and her
models rehearsed for six weeks
to build up the intimacy and
connection that was on display
as the models flowed down the
runway.
“I told my models that they
are meant to be a couple, they
are meant to want to chase after
each other but at the same time
not be able to have each other,”
Jones said after the show.
“It’s a visual story of the dialogue that goes on inside my
mind,” Jones explained of the

concept. “The fight back and
forth between positive thoughts
and negative thoughts…the interaction that you saw between
them was push and pull.”
With no formal instruction in
sewing, Jones drew on her skills
learned in jewelry making and
design to construct the flowing
gowns and the antler, fur and
flower harnesses worn by her
models.
Wearable art instructor Dee
Fontans explained how the senior students were able to make
the switch from one medium
to another when creating their
wearable art pieces.
“The wearable art really blurs
the lines between disciplines because each artist understands
that the body is going to be their
canvas and their inspiration,”
Fontans said. “They are going to
take from what they know and
what their passion is and they
are just going to transform it.”
Awards were handed out both
nights, with Yvonne Kustec and
Jessica Seward winning best
craftsmanship, Nickie Burditt
and Megan Jones winning best
performance and Katie Kimber
and Vanessa Riego winning
best “spirit” of ArtaWEARness.
For
more
photos
visit
TheReflector.ca.

Photo by Selina Renfrew

Ashleigh Amber Moore and Lowell Smith’s ArtaWEARness submission, entitled Submerge, was one of many that
showed at the ACAD event Feb. 26 and 27.

More than a coach
LaForest takes ACAC top honours behind bench

by Kelsey Chadwick
Layout Editor

Without a coach, any sport is difficult. It’s a coach’s
job to teach an athlete how to perfect their sport, and
while there may not be a lack of coaches, there’s usually a lack of great coaches.
Great coaches will not only teach you about a sport
but they will inspire you to be a better person. Mount
Royal’s men’s hockey team was fortunate enough to acquire one of those great coaches last season when Jean

LaForest stepped in behind the bench.
Now, LaForest is in his second season as head coach
and has received the honour of ACAC men’s hockey
coach of the year, chosen by his peers.
“It’s extremely rewarding and it’s an honour because they see you work from day to day,” explained
LaForest.
“It’s not based on your win-loss record; they get to
see us in action from the beginning of the season to the
end.”

See COACH pg. 18

SPORTS EDITOR:
Kelsey Hipkin
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

5:

Players from
the Cougars
women’s hockey team
that will be playing on
the ACAC’s women’s all
conference team

14:

Aces by
Cougars
women’s volleyball
left-side Breanna
Estabrook to lead the
team.

16:

Balls,
including
the cue ball, needed to
play eight ball pool.

26:

Years that
synchronized swimming has
been a medal sport in
the Summer Olympics.

31:

Age of
Canadian
women’s hockey team
captain, and gold
medal winner, Hayley
Wickenheiser.
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Working on women’s hockey
Olympic sport may face extinction
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with his career, he does believe
that in some way the field of
coaching chose him.
“It’s a personality thing; it’s a
good fit. Coaching is what I like
but I’ve got some attributes that
obviously lend themselves for
being successful in the coaching
realm,” he said.
“I’m just thankful that I get to
go to a job everyday that I enjoy.
It’s not something I have to labour myself to show up; I want
to be there.”
This year, the men’s hockey
squad finished with an impressive 21-5-0-2 record before heading into the playoffs. They also
had an 84 per cent penalty kill
rate and scored 22 more goals
than last season.
The team was currently in a
best of five series with Concordia
College. With Concordia is leading two games to nothing at the
time of publication.
Yes this season has been a
successful one on the ice but
LaForest doesn’t just measure
success by his player’s performances but how they conduct
themselves in the community.
With a goal to guide and inspire
his players, there is no doubt
that LaForest is more than just a
hockey coach; he’s a strong role
model as well.
“I hope that they gain something valuable, yes athletically
but more than that,” he said.
“I would be disappointed in
our student athletes if our program simply looked at it as an
athletic venture; really it’s a personal process that encompasses
a lot more than athletics.”

REV#: 2
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bettering the team both on and
off the ice.
“I challenge my guys, not to
just be better athletes but better
students and better people by
being part of our program,” he
explained.
“I don’t know if a lot of programs have that goal in mind,
but I like that multi-faceted approach where it’s a process and
we’re creating better people.”
There is also the obstacle of
coaching at a scholarly level
where the players and coaching
staff have to incorporate academics as well as power plays
and penalty kills.
Academics aren’t something
LaForest takes lightly as he
himself has a bachelor’s degree
in both sociology and kinesiology from McMaster University
in Hamilton Ont, as well as a
bachelor’s degree in education
and a masters of arts and science
degree in coaching from the
University of Western Ontario.
“He’s always checking up on
us and seeing how we are doing,” said Jordon Harrison, firstyear forward.
“If we aren’t doing well he
makes us pull up our weight.”
LaForest has coached with several teams throughout Canada
and the United States, including an assistant coaching job
with the University of Western
Ontario, head coach at the
University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire and head coach with the
WPHL Shreveport Louisiana.
While he seems to enjoy his
field of work and knows that
coaching is what he wants to do
Medium (Mississauga)
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Olympic map after several years
of Canadian domination?
—Joe McFarland is the arena
host for the Medicine Hat
Tigers as well as one of the three
brainchildren behind the Three
Guys, One Radio Show podcast.

TYPE SAFETY: –

“Definitely one of the strongest
coaches I’ve had.”
One can only assume that
coaching is a difficult thing, especially at a competitive level,
and many coaches focus strictly
on the game and winning. Other
coaches, like LaForest focus on

fully challenge the now threetime Olympic champion Team
Canada.
Patience will definitely be
needed. But imagine what
would have happened had
men’s hockey been taken off the

ARTIST: ID

that he has a certain charisma
about him that makes it easy to
follow his style of hockey.
“The presence about him, it
makes you lead and makes you
focus on your own personal
goals,” explained Ernie Stewart,
a fourth-year veteran.

Showing your patriotism for hockey can be tradition, more
so during the Winter Olympics. Time will tell whether or not
women’s hockey will continue to be part of that tradtition.

NEWSPAPERS:

LaForest isn’t just respected by
his coaching peers in the ACAC
but is also highly respected by
his players. Gaining respect and
connecting to young student
athletes can be difficult, yet
LaForest’s team seems to agree

Photo by Brian Melnyk
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to Los Angeles in 1988 and
excitement around the sport
on the American West Coast
peaked in 1993 when the Kings
went to the Stanley Cup. And
now, 17 years later, you are
seeing some high-end hockey
talent joining the ranks of the
Canadian and National Hockey
Leagues from California.
Maybe some of the women’s
training needs to happen in
North America. After this
Olympic Games, many will be
looking at Finnish goaltender
Noora Raty as a legitimate star.
Imagine how much better she
could become if she played in
Canada, only to go back to her
homeland once in a while to
show young Finnish girls about
playing hockey and become a
role model and icon.
Perhaps the opposite could
happen where Canadian hockey
players and coaches head to
other nations to help promote
the sport.
One of the things Canada
did this year was train with
a 60-game schedule against
midget ‘AAA’ boys’ teams
throughout
Alberta.
That
training
isn’t
happening
elsewhere. But it is possible
for other countries to get to
that same point and start to

DATE STARTED: Jan8

Almost as soon as the
Vancouver 2010 competition
began, the questions started
swirling about whether or not
women’s hockey belonged in
the Olympics. Was the field
competitive enough or would it
be another Canada vs. USA gold
medal final?
As I write this, the Canadian
women are
receiving
their
gold
medals
while
the
Americans
stand by with
their silver.
According to
Joe McFarland many of the
Guest Columist
detractors,
this final between the two rival
countries was bad for the sport
and for any country outside of
Canada.
The
Canadian
women
outscored their opposition
46-2 in the Olympic round
robin; the Americans outscored
their opponents 40-2 in that
same tournament. How can
domination like this be good for
any sport?
You have to remember that

women’s hockey has only been
an Olympic sport since 1998.
Canada has now won gold three
out of four Olympics, while the
USA won back in the inaugural
year.
If you go back in men’s hockey
history, Canada won gold six
out of the first seven years it
was an Olympic sport starting
in 1920. In fact, in its second
year of Olympic existence
(1924), Canada outscored their
opposition 85-0 in three games.
It wasn’t until the 1950’s that
we saw the score begin to even
out, and even then it was still
fairly lopsided.
The International Olympic
Committee came out on the
day of the gold medal game to
say that if countries didn’t start
investing in women’s hockey
that it may removed from the
Olympics.
The trouble is that even if
funding and promotion begins
tomorrow, it will take a good
10-12 years before we start
seeing the fruits of that labour.
Why? You have to start with
the younger generation for
those five or six-year-old girls to
fully develop into quality hockey
players. It’s similar to what you
are seeing in men’s hockey now.
Wayne Gretzky was traded
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Synchronized swimmers talk life underwater
by Catherine Szabo
The Reflector

For 60 to 90 seconds at a time,
Aquabelles such as Kristine
Irwin have a unique view of the
world.
It’s blue, upside-down, and,
save for the constant metallic
ticking sound, it’s quiet.
When it comes time to
perform, the quiet will be
replaced with music pumped in
through an underwater speaker,
but right now while practicing,
the ticking sound helps with
counting.
In these minute to minuteand-a-half intervals, Irwin and
her teammates are holding their
breath to perform some of their
synchronized swimming moves.
“I’ve heard some girls compare
it to holding your breath while
sprinting,” Irwin, 17, said. “It’s
an aerobic sport, so you’re using
all your muscles, but you’re
also holding your breath, so it’s
pretty difficult.”
While the sport may be
challenging, Irwin, as well as her
tier seven junior girls teammates
Braley Traub, 17, and Stefanna
Spoletini, 17, have each been
swimming for 10 years.
“We know what’s hard and
what’s not,” Irwin said with a
laugh.
In an e-mail, Aquabelles head
coach Jenn Tregale said these
athletes train six days a week,
for an average of 24-30 hours
a week. This training includes
both land training to improve
elements such as flexibility, and
pool training, all to prepare
for the five competitions they
participate in yearly. The age
of a swimmer will affect the
number of hours she spends in
the pool.
“Our weekends are really
long — we train six hours a day,
every week,” Traub said, adding
that time includes “extra time,”
when a swimmer works on a
duet or solo routine separate
from her team routine.
Tregale said that depending
on the abilities of a swimmer,
some may swim up to four
routines: a solo, duet, team and
combination routine.
Routines are between threeand-a-half to four-and-a-half
minutes, choreographed to
music that is played on a regular
sound system, as well as an
underwater speaker, so that
the swimmers can hear it even
when they’re submerged.
“For a solo or duet, the
athletes must love the music
themselves so they can swim
with passion and determination
all year long,” Tregale said.
“Solos generally swim to
slower music, duets can be a
bit more upbeat for audience
appeal,” she continued. “For
teams, we generally pick
stronger music for the older
girls.”
Some cues may come from
the music; counting repeatedly,

usually to eight, acts as the glue
that keeps the team in time.
Not only is each girl
responsible for staying in synch
with her teammates, each is
responsible for a small part in
the success of combined figures
such as lifts or boosts.
Success in those highlights
isn’t always guaranteed though,
and Traub explained that
her worst injury came from
practicing a lift at a training
camp last summer.
“I was fully out of the water,
and someone else was standing
on me, and it (the lift) started to
fall a little bit, and when I tried
to save it, something slipped in
my back,” she said, adding that
she was out of the water for four
weeks with a slipped disc before
nationals.
“Mostly with our sport, it’s
odd things like that, or chronic
injuries — overworking the
shoulders and knees and stuff,”
Irwin added.
Despite its physical demands
and sometimes bizarre injuries,
Tregale said that she has seen a
rise in popularity of about 150
per cent over the past season;
the club currently works with
71 competitive swimmers.
“Synchro has its ups and
downs,” she said. “Recently,
there has been an increase in
numbers due to the great results
Canada is achieving on the
international level.”
Girls can start swimming with
the Aquabelles between the ages
of 6-8, and start a competitive
career at age 8. The team trains
at the Talisman Centre.
“At the beginning of a synchro
career, it is more about fun and
learning skills than anything
else,” Tregale said. “Due to the
great coaches we have and the
excellent skills the girls learn,
they have success as well.”
Older,
over-18
athletes
used to swim with the club,
Tregale said, but Synchro
Canada recently restructured
its national team program, and
the top 24 synchro athletes now
train at the Centre of Excellence
in Montreal.
“When the girls turn 18, they
decide if they can do swimming
and school together,” she said.
“Most say yes. Some of these
athletes choose to leave the
city to go to school in other
provinces or the U.S.A.”
Post-secondary institutions,
including
the
University
of Calgary, have their own
synchronized swimming teams,
and compete in the Canadian
University
Synchro
Swim
League Westerns, a competition
in which the U of C recently
placed first.
They
competed
against
the University of Alberta, the
University of British Columbia
and the University of Victoria.
“I don’t believe anyone
brought [the idea of a synchro
team] forward,” said Kyle
Henry, events co-ordinator for
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Mount Royal is still some time
away from joining the Canadian
Inter-University Sport, Henry
said, and Mount Royal would
focus on moving and funding its
current teams first.
“A lot of schools will tend to
focus on their core sports, and
then as they’re able to get those

Cougar Athletics, adding that
the MRU swim team folded in
2004.
“The one thing, possibly,
would be a Mount Royal club,”
he continued. “They play under
the Mount Royal name, but
they’re not associated with the
Cougars.”
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under control and have success
with those programs, they’ll
look at expanding elsewhere,”
he said.
“The U of C has one of the
best university synchro teams in
Canada, so it would be good for
Mount Royal to maybe challenge
them,” Traub said.
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Big cats hit playoffs
A look at what the Cougars are up to at season’s end
by Kelsey Hipkin
Sports Editor

Men’s Volleyball
Sitting in second place in the
ACAC standings going in to the
playoffs, the Cougars men’s volleyball team looked poised to
bring home some hardware.
However, this wasn’t the case
as the team had a “tough weekend” according to events and
communications
coordinator
Kyle Henry. With head coach
Shawn Sky (recently named
ACAC coach of the year) leading
the way, the team won Feb. 26
against King’s University College
but lost to Briercrest on Feb. 27
and Grant MacEwan on Feb. 28
to miss out on the bronze, taking fourth place overall. This is
only the third time since 1985,
according to Henry, that a team
other than Mount Royal or Red
Deer has taken the gold. “To not
have Mount Royal or Red Deer
win is pretty big for men’s volleyball,” he said. The SAIT Trojans
took the gold for their first ACAC
championship in 25 years.
Women’s Volleyball
Like the men’s team, women’s
volleyball took a fourth place
finish on the year as well. The
lady Cougars were also second in ACAC standings heading into playoffs. They met up
with Keyano College on Feb. 26
taking all three sets but fell to
Grant MacEwan on Feb. 27 and
Grande Prairie on Feb. 28 just

missing out on a bronze.
Men’s Basketball
The Cougars men’s basketball
team won two straight in a three
game series against Lakeland
College. The series win gives the
team a ticket into the final four
being hosted by MRU the weekend of March 5.
Women’s Basketball
The women’s basketball team
wasn’t quite as successful as the
men’s, losing their series against
King’s University College. The
team will not advance to playoffs. The last time the women’s
team brought home some hardware was a bronze in the ‘07-‘08
season.
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Men’s Hockey
The men’s hockey team will
have a challenging weekend
March 5 as they are down two
games to none in a five game
series against Concordia. Henry
said it will be “do or die” every
game for the team who took
three of four against the Thunder
in the regular season.
Women’s Hockey
Continuing with their strong
regular season, the women’s
hockey team took a 2-0 lead in
their five game series against
SAIT. The weekend of March 5
will see them facing Concordia
on their home ice for game
three, and then heading to SAIT
for game four if necessary.
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Top Right–Cougars defence Kelsey Harder slams a puck down the ice in a recent game.
Harder and the rest of the lady Cougars took the first two games in a best of five against
SAIT 4-2 and 4-1 Feb. 27 and 28.
Centre-Setter Jarron Mueller gets set to serve during a match against the King’s University
College. The men took fourth place in ACAC finals.
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Bottom left-Evan Hudson, a six-foot-two post for the women’s basketball team, goes for two
points against Red Deer. The Feb.25 and 27th losses spelled the end of the season for the
team.

